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ABSTRACT

The thesis aims to describe and explain social change which
has occurred over the last 150 years in the town of Bhilwara, the
industrialising capital of an arid and industrially backward district
in the southern region of the Indian State of Rajasthan. Before
national Independence in 1947, Bhilwara formed part of the native
state of Mewar which entered into a subordinate alliance with the
British colonial power in 1818. The historical origins of modern
Bhilwara date from this period.

The thesis traces the transition of Bhilwara's urban social
structure from one which was dominated economically and politically
by a uniquely organised Rajput aristocracy which functioned under
British protection to one which is now dominated by a hegemony of
bourgeois interests that embraces a small number of expatriate
Marwari capitalists, a modest number of local small-scale capitalists,
and a proliferating bureaucracy and public sector. The wage-earning
population is economically heterogeneous, in composition predominantly
male, and in origins local. The data obtained from field-work con-
centrates primarily on the division of labour within Bhilwara and its
geographical environs. The role of cultural, religious, political
and legal institutions in the formation of Bhilwara's working class
is investigated also.

The Bhilwara study is a sequel to an investigation the author
had previously undertaken in a nearby rural village. Because India's
population is concentrated in rural areas, case studies of social
change have tended to neglect urban social change. The earlier
study used a mode of Marxian-inspired class analysis devised by
Rudra for India's agricultural sector and the same mode has been
adopted as the analytical basis for the Bhilwara study given that
(a) India's urban population is increasing; that (b) consequently,
Rudra's rural-urban dichotomy may not be unqualified; and (c) that
principles underlying Rudra's analytical theory can be appropriately
articulated for application in any given social milieu.

While upholding the suitability of a Marxist interpretation of
the phenomena under study, the thesis acknowledges inherent
problems in Marxist theory as it relates to the polarisation of
diametrically opposed social classes and, in particular, the seemingly
unequal rate of exploitation of surplus value and seemingly negligible
overt class antagonisms which exist when capitalist relations of
production co-exist with pre-capitalist relations of production.
Hence, reappraisal and refinement of Marxist fundamentals of social
theory, such as those attempted by Dandekar and Rudra, are
necessary if the relevance and heuristic qualities of the Marxian
perspective are to retain any integrity in the face of Marx's own
miscalculations about India's destiny as an industrial society. Events
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gur Raw sugar

guru A spiritual teacher

gurudwara A Sikh place of worship

hakim Collector of revenue on khalsa estates of Mewar

harijan Lit. people of God ; word coined by Gandhi for untouchables
(c.f. avarna, pariah, scheduled caste)

hartal Stoppage of work or trade as a protest

HMS Hind Mazdoor Sabha, socialist labour movement

Holi Hindu fertility festival, celebrated in spring

ICS Indian Civil Service

ijlas kamil Supreme court (even court of impeachment) of Mewar
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ijlas khas Appeals court of Mewar judicial system

ijlas mamuli Criminal court of Mewar judicial system

INC Dominant political party, Indian National Congress, see Congress

INTUC Indian National Trade Union Congress, labour wing of the
Indian National Congress

IPS Indian Political Service

jagirdar The holder of a jagir (c.f. thakur)

jagir The assignment to a person of the State revenue due from a
specified area or estate (c.f. thikana)
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jajmani	 Discharge of material and social obligations of a Hindu's
caste

jalus Procession

jan People, subjects

Jana Sangh People's Party in opp. to Indian National Congress

Janata Coalition of political parties in opp. to Indian National Congress

jarula Ritual of shaving heads of infant Hindu males

Jat Member of major cultivating caste of Central India and Rajasthan
(orig. "jati")

jati An endogamous caste

johar Self-immolation by Rajput women

kaid Gift paid by Mewar cultivator on succession of new thakur

kankut A method of revenue assessment

karamchari sangh Employees' trade union

katcha Second class or unfinished

katedar Tenancy or leasehold which may be heritable, transferable,
and mortgageable under certain circumstances

keer Farmer or farm labourer

khadi Homespun cloth popularised by Gandhi

khalsa ('Pure') lands held immediately of government (crown lands)
and paying land revenue directly to the state

kharif The autumn (or monsoon) crops or harvest reaped in
October-November

khas Audience chamber

khatik Butcher, member of a Scheduled Caste of that name - an
avarna jati 

kisan Cultivator, husbandman, or peasant

kothari Store-keeper

kotwali Chief police station of town or city

kshatriya The second in rank among the four castes of Hindu society
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lac One hundred thousand (100,000)

lapsi Commemorative death feast similar to tehrawin

lathi Long stick (often iron-tipped) carried by policemen and others
as a weapon

LIC Life Insurance Corporation of India

lok Lit. people (Lok Sabha, lower house of India bicameral national
parliament)

maharajadhiraja 'Great king of kings', an imperial title

maharaj kanwad Heir apparent to the Maharana of Mewar

maharaj pramukh Interim title of "honorary state governor-general"
given to Maharana of Udaipur , 1947-51

mahajan Traditional town councillor, or leading banker or leader
of higher mercantile castes

maharan A chief among a number of feudal overlords, title of the
ruler of Mewar

mahendraj Lit. "Rule of Justice"

mali Gardener
mahila	 Female or woman
Manusrmiti Lit. Law of Manu - the Law of Manu, the dharmashastra 

of the Hindu religion in which the idea of the caste system
is most comprehensively expounded

Marwari "A person from Marwar (part of Rajasthan)" - used of
banking and trading castes from this region

mehta Lit. prince

mandir Hindu temple

minar Minaret attached to a mosque

MLV Manikya Lal Verma, a founder of Indian nationalism in
Rajasthan

MTM Mewar Textile Mills, a joint-stock company limited by shares
founded in 1938 at Gandhinagar, Bhilwara

muafi Grant of land free of revenue

munsif A civil judge of a subordinate court

mustakil-shimki Permanent tenancy but without right of transferring
freehold title



nagar Suburban colony or fringe settlement

nai Barber

naib Deputy or assistant (i.e. naib - hakim or naib - tahsildar)

nayak Village watchman

nazrana A present, gift

niketan Residence

pan Roll of betel-leaf filled with chopped areca nut and other
condiments, to be eaten

panchayat A caste council or village council (Panchayati Raj, the
system of local government based on panchayats)

pargana A revenue subdivision of a tahsil, a group of mutually
connected villages, or a Mughal revenue district

papita Paw-paw

pariah Untouchable; beyond the pale of Hindu caste (cf avarna,
Harijan and scheduled caste)

patel A village headman, sometimes an honorific title taken by the
Patidars of Gujarat

pathashala Hindu elementary school

patrika Bulletin or small newspaper

patti Division or share

patwar halka A territorial unit for land revenue purposes

patwari A land revenue department official

peon Messenger, orderly

phera Organisation of transactions or business according to
astrological forecast

pradesh An administrative unit

praja mandal "People's organisation"; the name often taken by
bodies inspired by the Indian National Congress and formed
in the princely states in the 1930s and 1940s

pramukh President or governor

pugri See saphad 



purdah Lit. curtain or veil. Seclusion, expected of high-class
Indian women

purohit Chief priest

rabi Spring (or Winter) crops, or harvest reaped in February-March

raj Kingdom(used in twentieth century chiefly to denote British
rule in India from 1858 to 1947) hence raja - ruler; and
maharaja - great ruler

Rajasthan Lit. Land of rajas (coined by James Tod)

rajpramukh State governor

Rajput Lit. Son of a king

Rajputana Lit. Domain of Rajputs

RAJSPIN Rajasthan Spinning and Weaving Mills Limited, a joint-
stock public company limited by shares with its spindles
located at Gandhinagar, Bhilwara

rakhwali Extortion against molestation or pillage levied by Bhils

Ram Rajya Parishad Lit . Kingdom of God Organisation , conservative
political party of Rajasthan comprising former aristocratic
elements

rana A feudal lord

rao C.f. raja

RAPS Rajasthan Atomic Power Station

rashtriya National

Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (RSSS) A para-Fascist nationalist
(and sometimes extremist) political movement

rawal Sweeper, member of Scheduled Caste of that name - an
avarna jati 

regar Sweeper or member of a Scheduled Caste of that name - an
avarna jati 

rickshaw Small two wheeled passenger conveyance drawn by one
person on foot, or with bicycle attachment, or driven by
motor (cycle-rickshaw or auto-rickshaw)

rupee Standard coinage, worth about LE0.08 and $A0.11 - is 6d
in colonial times
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ryot Cultivator or farmer, as distinct from labourer

ryotwari Land settlement made between the government and
individual tillers of the soil

sabha Assembly, organisation

sudhu Ascetic, holy man, monk

samiti Committee or assembly

sanad A grant, a charter, or treaty

sangh Society or association (e.g. mazdoor sangh, trade union)

sanyasin Ascetic

saphad Mewari turban (= usual Hindi pugri)

sardar Mewar noble or thakur of the first, second or third ranks

sasan Land (or "glebe") endowed to Brahmins in return for
performance of religious services

sati A virtuous woman; one who has immolated herself on the
funeral pyre of her husband

satta Hording for purposes of commercial speculation

satyagraha Lit. truth- or soul-force. Used to denote a non-
cooperation or civil disobedience campaign led by Gandhi
(satyagrahi, participant in satyagraha)

savarna Hindus of 'clean' castes

Scheduled Castes Avarna jatis which have been gazetted publicly
for special executive, judicial and legislative recognition
under the Indian constitution (i.e. castes "scheduled" to
the constitution)

seer A unit of weight and quantity (adha seer, one pound avoirdupois)

serai Muslim inn

seth Merchant, trader of indigenous banker

sevak Servant of society, social worker, temple attendant (c.f.
swayam sevak)

sevalya Voluntary movement

sharaf (or shroff) Moneychanger or banker
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shikar	 Sport (shooting and hunting)

shikhar Spire, cupola

shimki Tenant-at-will

Shivratri Mewari Hindu festival in honour of Shiva observed during
early February

Shudra The last of the four main caste divisions

swadeshi Locally produced; applied especially to Indian goods
as opposed to British imports

swaraj Indian Home Rule and implication of individual personal
"self-rule"

tahsil Administrative subdivision of a district

tahsildar Revenue officer in charge of a tahsil 

tank Artificial lake

tehrawin Commemorative feast consumed 12 days after death

thakur 'Lord', 'master', usually denotes a feudal Rajput landholder
(cf jagirdar)

thela-wallah Hand-cart puller

thikana The estate of a thakur (c.f. jagsir)

thola 10 grams of bullion

umrajpramukh Deputy governor

UNRISD United Nations Institute for Research and Social Development

Untouchable See Scheduled caste, pariah, harijan, avarna 

Vaishnya The third or merchant (or even artisinal) caste among Hindus

vakil Indian attorney, or court pleader

vanaspati Vegetable oil

varna 'Colour', used commonly for caste

Vidhan Sabha House of representatives in Rajasthan's unicameral
legislature



vidhya Place of learning

wakf Permanent dedication of a Muslim property

wallah Man

zenana Section of the house reserved for women

zila Administrative district
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PREFACE

"COKETOWN"

Bhilwara, to which Shri Prem and Palad Rai Ajmera
now walked is a triumph of fact; it has no greater
taints of fancy in it than the Srimati Ajmera
themselves. Let us strike the keynote, Bhilwara,
before pursuing our tour, a tour of whitewashed
stucco (or of whitewashed stucco that would look
whitewashed if the grime of smoke, ash, dust and
mildew allowed it). But, as matters stand, it is a
tour of unnatural black and white, like the painted
face of a sadhu. Bhilwara is a town of machinery
and tall chimneys out of which interminable serpents
of smoke trail themselves for ever and ever and
never get uncoiled. It has a black nala in it,
a river that runs purple with ill-smelling dye and
vast piles of windows where there is a rattling and
trembling all day long and where pistons of engines
work monotonously up and down like the head of
elephants in melancholy madness. It contains several
bazaars all very like one another and many more
alleys still more alike one another where all go in
and out at the same hours with the same sound
upon the same pavements to do the same work and
to whom every day is the same as yesterday and
tomorrow and every year is the counterpart of
the last and the next.

These attributes of Bhilwara are in the main insepar-
able from the work by which it sustained: against
them are set off comforts of life which are found in
Jaipur's Ram Bagh and Bombay's Malabar Hill, and
elegancies of life which make (we will not ask how
much of) the woman of status and refinement (who
can scarcely bear to hear the place mentioned).
The rest of its features are voluntary and there
they are.

You see nothing in Bhilwara but what is severely
workful. If the religions of Bhilwara's citizenry
build a place of worship - as Hindus, Jains, Muslims
and Sikhs have all done - they make it a pious ware-
house of white stucco with sometimes (but this is
only high ornamental examples) a shikhar or minar 
on top of it. The solitary exception is the Harni
Mahadeo Mandir (a temple decorated in polychromatic
enamel dominated by a tower which terminates in a
florid lotus at its apex). All the public inscriptions
in the town are painted alike, in severe devanagari 
characters of black and white. The "Maharana



Talkies" might be the dak bungalow, the dak bungalow
might be the "Talkies", the coilectorate might be
either, or both, or anything else, for anything
that appears to the contrary in the graces of
their construction. Fact, fact, fact, everywhere
in the material aspect of the town: fact, fact,
fact, everywhere in the immaterial. The Pratapnagar
School is all fact, the Government College is all
fact, the relations between master and man are all
fact, and everything is fact between the infirmary
and the cremation ground. What you can't state
in figures or show to be purchaseable in the
cheapest bustee and saleable in the dearest bazaar
is nevertheless fact.

Imagine a crisp mid-winter's day. (There is such
a thing sometimes, even in an Indian city on the
Twenty-fifth Parallel called Bhilwara.) Seen from a
distance in such weather, Bhilwara lays shrouded
in a haze of its own, which appears insolvent to
distilled dew. (You only know the town is there
because you know there can be no such sulky
blotch upon the prospect without a town.) A blur
of soot and smoke, now confused by tending this
way, now that way, aspiring to the vault of heaven,
now murkily creeping along the earth, as this rises
and falls or changes its quarter: a dense formless
jungle, with sheets of cross light in it that shows
nothing but masses of darkness. Bhilwara, in the
distance suggestive of itself though not a wall of
it can be seen.

The wonder is it's there at all! It is ruined so often
that it's amazing how it bears so many shocks.
Surely there's no fragile china-ware as that of which
the moneylenders of Bhilwara are made. Handle
them ever so lightly and they fall to pieces with
such ease that you might expect them of having
been flamed before. They are ruined when they
are required to desist from hiring child labour.
They are ruined when government inspectors are
appointed to look into their works. They are ruined
when such inspectors consider it doubtful whether
they are quite justified in chopping people up with
their machinery. They are utterly undone when it
is hinted that perhaps they need not always make
quite so much smoke. Besides Palad Rai's "gold
spoon" which is generally received in Bhilwara,
another prevalent fiction is popular there. It
takes the form of a threat. Whenever a Bhilwari
feels he is ill-used (that is to say, whenever he
is not left entirely alone) and it is proposed to hold



him accountable to the consequences of any of
his acts, he is sure to come with the awful menace
that he would "sooner pitch his property into the
nearby Banas river!" This terrifies the collector
within an inch of his life on regular occasions.

However, the Bhilwaris are so patriotic after all
that they have never pitched their property into
the Banas yet. On the contrary, they are kind
enough to take mighty good care of it. So there,
in the haze yonder, it increases and multiplies.

The streets are hot and dusty even on a winter's
day. The sun is so bright that it even shines
through the heavy vapour drooping over Bhilwara
and cannot be looked at steadily. Labourers
emerge from low underground doorways into
factory yards. They sit on steps, posts and
palings, wiping ghastly visages and contemplating
mountains of soapstone. The whole town seems to
fry in oil. There is a stifling smell of oil everywhere.
Engines shine with it. The loin cloths of the hands
are soiled with it. The mills throughout their many
storeys ooze and trickle it . The atmosphere of these
spas is like the breath of simoom: their inhabitants,
wasting with heat, toil languidly in the desert but
no temperature makes the melancholy mad-elephants
more mad or more sane. Their wearisome heads go
up and down at the same rate, in heat or cold,
monsoon or drought. The measured motion of their
shadows on the walls is the substitute Bhilwara
has to show for the shadows of the jungle. While
it can offer, from dawn of Monday to night of
Saturday all year round, the whirr of shafts and
wheels for the monsoon hum of mosquitoes.

Monotonously they whirr through this sunny day,
making the passenger hypnotic as he passes the
humming walls of the mills. Tatti and muslin filter
the odour of the main bazaars but the mills, the
bustis and the chowks stiffle in the foetid mid-day
humidity. Down upon the river that is black and
thick with dye some Bhilwari boys who are, at
large, a rare sight there - row a crazy boat which
makes a sumpous tract upon the water as it jogs
along while every dip of an oar stirs up vile smells.
But the sun itself, however temperate, generally is
less kind to Bhilwara than hard frost and rarely looks
intently into any of its closer regions without
engendering more death than life.



What has just been read may be recognised as a parody on the

description of "Coketown" in Dickens' novel Hard Times.' Ostensibly

fictitious, "Coketown" could have been modelled on any of the

industrial cities which proliferated in the English midlands during

the nineteenth century - it could have coincided even with Queen

Victoria's own description of England's Black Country not to

mention Engel's. 2

Less the modest exaggerations of satirist's licence, Bhilwara

is indeed "all fact". The environmental similarity of "Coketown"

and Bhilwara is startling considering the colossal cultural, ethnic,

economic, historical, geographical and religious differences which

have distanced them. Even the "tempo" of the two places is

uncannily alike.

Whereas a "Coketown" could by now be a depopulated site ravaged

by nothing but the enterprise of industrial archeology, Bhilwara's

industrialisation has occurred only in relatively recent times. Despite

the chronological gulf which divides the towns, their commercial and

civic origins, together exemplify in no small measure an accomplishment

of British economic tenacity.

The thesis which follows extends a dissertation written in 1978

on social change in a village within Bhilwara's outskirts. 3 This

present thesis focuses on Bhilwara proper. In the populations of

India and other less developed countries, fewer people live in cities

than in rural communities but, because of their alarming rates of

growth and their altogether too picturesque resemblances to "Coketown",

Third World cities are presented as an acutely serious problem in the

X X X



literature of development.

Just as the eidos of peasant society oscillates between humanism

and noble savagery, the city finds itself juxtaposed between descrip-

tions of "metropolis" and "necropolis". 4 The socialism of William Morris

was trenchantly anti-urban. As havens of trade, capital, and the

"mob", cities have been abhored by conservatives as a threat to

social order. Sociologists, classical and modern, have been critical

of the human condition in the urban setting. The human cost

associated with urbanisation was recognised in antiquity.

On the contrast between the good clean desert and the wicked

city of Old Testament times, the late Professor Denis Winston wrote,

"Jews naturally gave a 'bad press' to the city folk of rival faiths

that they were doing their best to dispossess". 5 On modern religious

interpretation of the contrast, Winston added,

Unfortunately, the Protestants (and particularly
the Anglo-Saxons) took over the unpleasant imagery
about Sodom, Gommorah, Babylon and Rome, harlots
and the rest. While continuing to live in bigger
and bigger cities (and less and less on the land)
they persuaded themselves that there was something
wrong about all this. Believing cities to be
inherently bad, they made them so ... 6

Social and ecological problems associated with urbanisation are

amply publicised but "urbanisation" need not be synonymous with

either "industrialisation" or "devastation". George Simmel once

wrote, "London has never acted as England's heart but often as

England's intellect ..." 7 Likewise, the town has produced printing

and books, rational theology, investment capitalism, and bureaucracy.

And how does the nomenclature of the dominant class, "the bourgeoisie",



of the Marxian capitalist epoch best translate except as "town dweller"?

John Ruskin could even envisage the grime-clad tenements of Lanca-

shire's Rochdale transformed into a recreation of Pisa. "If a woman

goes to the city," runs a Malayalam proverb, "won't she go there

for water?" 8 but the reference to water is unconnected with hydrology:

the allusion highlights the well's importance as a geographical hub

of the village's social commerce.

For one who is a product of an urban culture which, in terms of

comparative global socioeconomic standards, is a privileged one, it

is scarcely possible to seek a sociological understanding of Third

World urban communities with an intellectual vision free of human-

itarian compassion. One pities urban inhabitants whose particular

identities are crushed by cosmopolitan anonymity and, secondly,

those who have to endure living and working in unspeakable squalor.

This preliminary digression has been intended to illustrate how

aspects of urbanisation in the modern context are so contingent on

historical antecedent conditions which transcend political, cultural

and ethnic boundaries. While the secondary intention has also been

to disclaim complete detachment from cultural bias in the study of

such an area of sociology. However, hopefully the aspiring

sociologist's recognition of his own intellectual constraints and

predilections which have been determined by his or her very humanity

will, paradoxically, constitute an inaugural step towards achieving

an objective understanding of the problem in hand.
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